
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This story is about how to talk to your conspiracy denialist friends about "nanobots in vaccines." No

really, this story is about how to talk to your conspiracy denialist friends about "nanobots in

vaccines"!

The Big Picture: From Mandates to the Internet of Bodies

I've thought about this quite a bit, and here's what I am thinking. The bullying and the hoopla around

the COVID injections is a prelude, designed to groom us for the notorious Fourth Industrial

Revolution and the so called "convergence of biological forms with AI."

But while the topic of "nanobots in COVID vaccines" is dirty to the ear of any respectable citizen —

the plans for the Fourth Industrial Revolutions and convergence of biological life with machines

are documented in abundance on oLcial government websites and by respectable NGOs. So there

is a chance to follow right in the footsteps of the holy COVID injection and break through!

The entire concept of the Fourth Industrial Revolution is predicated upon "nanobots in everything,"

which makes the topic of "nanobots in vaccines" a mere subset of the topic of "nanobots in

everything."

It also makes the current peasant concern about "nanobots in vaccines" a historical bump, a phase

during which the population gets used to thinking about nanotech in our bodies in general — be it

with peasant concern or with hearty laughter at the crazy conspiracy theorists — before the

"stakeholders" actually roll out "nanobots in everything" in broad daylight and make it a part of our

reality.

Excuses are plentiful: pandemic surveillance, Rnancial transactions, "Rghting cancer and HIV" — or

whatever else they come up with to justify the invasion. There is no "theory" in that conspiracy

theory, even though they want us to think that there is no conspiracy.

It is important to remember that while different applications are possible, the main point of

"nanotech of everything" is eLcient asset management and surveillance. We are not all that

valuable in a world that is considered overpopulated, so if their tiny devices end up harming us —

biologically, politically, or in terms of our liberties and our access to joy — it will be our problem, just

like today, vaccine injury is the problem of the vaccine injured.

That's a fact, not a theory. And if it gets out of control, and this entire thing collapses, then that's

what's it's going to be in due time, and we just don't know it. But I keep hoping … I keep hoping that

we can prevent it if more of us say no. The vision for the Fourth Industrial Revolution is so grand

that the mandates — as abusive and obscene as they are — are just the very Rrst bite by the aspiring

technocrats into our bodily and other freedoms. They are just Step One, and there are hundreds of

steps after that, unless we stand tall.

Are They Finally "Giving Us Our Freedoms Back"?

In the recent weeks, the script has seemingly Vipped, and even the most COVID-crazy politicians

started talking about rolling back the restrictions. It changed so suddenly that it almost feels weird!

But something about it is off. It's insincere. They are doing it in such a wobbly way, without closing

the door, while still leaving half the restrictions in place — that I am almost sure that they'll be back

with some other brilliant idea. After all, their most important goal at the moment is to invalidate

free will — as under the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the peasants have none of it, and free will is a

luxury!

The Internet of Bodies Is Not a Conspiracy Theory

Without further ado, let's look at the evidence. Let's talk about the Internet of Bodies at an

economic policy — which is something that we can, with some luck, try to discuss with our

conspiracy denialist friends without setting off their "conspiracy theory" alarm. The Internet of

Bodies (IoB) is a very serious project, supported by the world's leading politicians, the UN, various

NGOs, corporations, and the military.

The Internet of Bodies — a network of bodies, mechanically connected to the internet the way our

digital devices are connected today — is a foundational stone of the ambitious Fourth Industrial

Revolution. Here is the deRnition of the Fourth Industrial Revolution — as per Klaus Schwab — on a

very serious website, Encyclopedia Britannica:

"The Fourth Industrial Revolution heralds a series of social, political, cultural, and economic

upheavals that will unfold over the 21st century. Building on the widespread availability of

digital technologies that were the result of the Third Industrial, or Digital, Revolution, the

Fourth Industrial Revolution will be driven largely by the convergence of digital, biological,

and physical innovations."

"It's important to appreciate that the Fourth Industrial Revolution involves a systemic

change across many sectors and aspects of human life: the crosscutting impacts of

emerging technologies are even more important than the exciting capabilities they

represent.

Our ability to edit the building blocks of life has recently been massively expanded by low-

cost gene sequencing and techniques such as CRISPR; arti3cial intelligence is augmenting

processes and skill in every industry; neurotechnology is making unprecedented strides in

how we can use and inMuence the brain as the last frontier of human biology; automation is

disrupting century-old transport and manufacturing paradigms; and technologies such as

blockchain and smart materials are redeNning and blurring the boundary between the

digital and physical worlds."

"The result of all this is societal transformation at a global scale. By affecting the

incentives, rules, and norms of economic life, it transforms how we communicate, learn,

entertain ourselves, and relate to one another and how we understand ourselves as human

beings [emphasis mine].

Furthermore, the sense that new technologies are being developed and implemented at an

increasingly rapid pace has an impact on human identities, communities, and political

structures."

Here is a broadly worded 2019 agreement between the World Economic Forum and the United

Nations that lists the Fourth Industrial Revolution as one of the areas for cooperation (more about it

in my interview with Mary Otto-Chang, a former UN employee).

"Collaboration between the UN and the Forum to meet the needs of the Fourth Industrial

Revolution [emphasis mine] will seek to advance global analysis, dialogue and standards

for digital governance and digital inclusiveness; and promote public-private partnerships to

address global reskilling and lifelong learning for the future requirements for work and

preparing the world's 1.8 billion young people for this transition."

Here is a 2018 tweet by Matt Hancock featuring him together with Klaus Schwab, all giddy about

the Fourth Industrial Revolution, apparently (meaning, Hancock is giddy, Schwab is never giddy).

Matt Hancock 2018 tweet

And here is a section on the oGcial UK government website talking about the … you guessed it, the

Fourth Industrial Revolution! The UK presentation is called, "Human Augmentation: The Dawn of a

New Paradigm."

Next, here is a section on the Canadian government website talking about the convergence of

biological forms with machines, or "biodigital convergence," which is another way to refer to the

Fourth Industrial Revolution:

"Biological and digital systems are converging, and could change the way we work, live, and

even evolve as a species. More than a technological change, this biodigital convergence

may transform the way we understand ourselves and cause us to redeNne what we

consider human or natural."

Next, here is Joe Biden on the 4IR (a World Economic Forum article from 2016 and a Washington

Post article from 2020). Next, here is investor.com on the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Finally, here

is RAND (very serious people) on the Internet of Bodies:

"IoB devices can track, record, and store users' whereabouts, bodily functions, and what

they see, hear, and even think. These devices vary greatly in how they are used — some are

freestanding, such as infusion pumps and sensor-equipped hospital beds; others are

wearable, such as health trackers and prosthetics; and others are implanted, such as

cardiac devices and ingestible digital pills."

Thus, I can state with the uttermost conRdence: Is the 4IR real? FACT-CHECK: TRUE. The idea that

we'll converge with machines and get hooked up to the internet like devices — and that our bodies

will intake multiple nano-sized sensors and devices (a.k.a "nanobots") to monitor, report, and

inVuence our functions, thoughts, and feelings might very well be a very crazy idea — but it is none

the less an idea that the people in power are currently quite obsessed with. Their idea, not mine!

Behavioral ModiOcation

For decades, behavioral modiRcation has been a topic of intensive military research and corporate

ambition. Many people have written about this subject in-depth — including yours truly — but for the

sake of keeping this story on point, I will just mention one thing. For those who want to dig in, here

is just one "signature" presentation by the expert in weaponized neuroweapons, James Giordano at

Georgetown University' Medical Center.

See that bit about "manipulation of neural structure and cognitive, emotional, and behavioral

function(s)?" His slide, not mine!

And if you think that all this is about "foreign enemy powers," take a look at the treatment of

domestic citizens in New Zealand and in Canada.

Transhumanism, Singularity, and Other Big Words

In March 2019, Fast Company published an article, titled, "Privacy in 2034: A corporation owns your

DNA (and maybe your body)":

"The year is 2034. The world is divided into protected biometric data zones, and every time

you go anywhere, your DNA and other biological elements of your body are authenticated

across vast databases to conNrm your identity (and that you haven't broken any corporate

or legal rules). A new economic and social class system has emerged, where the wealthy

can pay to anonymize and protect their data.

Powerful companies mine everyone else's biodata, while governments create universal

genetic databases to keep tabs on citizens. You have no idea where your data really is, who

owns it, and who has access to it."

"It sounds like a hellish dystopia, but it's not coming from a science Nction author. It's one

overarching trajectories that Amy Webb, a professor of strategic foresight at the NYU Stern

School of Business and the founder of the consulting Nrm Future Today Institute, and her

team identiNed and published in their 12th annual Emerging Tech Trends report …

She laid out this dystopian scenario at the South By Southwest conference in Austin over

the weekend. It's based on one of the biggest societal trends Webb is seeing right now: that

privacy is dead."

Sometimes, in order to get an idea about where the wind is blowing, it helps to look at cultural

trends. It does not mean that a particular cultural trend will necessarily fully develop or succeed, it

just gives us an idea about what's "hip," what's being Rnanced and supported. Earlier, when talking

about the mind of a technocrat, I wrote about Ray Kurzweil and Anthony Levandowski of Google,

both of whom are rather extreme in their love of AI.

Another interesting character is the best-selling author who has been lauded by famous people like

Obama, and a World Economic Forum collaborator, Yuval Noah Harari.

In his 2021 60 Minutes presentation, he talks about how we are on the verge of becoming a new

species due to augmentation and merging with AI, how human beings are going to be intrinsically

hackable — and how all the soul and such is out of the window. He talks about this with much

conRdence and palpable anxiety in his eyes.

My response to him: This is Theranos. Luscious funding of the IoB proves only that human beings

can act foolish, not that the underlying premise means "progress." And yes, it is possible to mess

people up in the process of trying to hack them. It sure is possible. But we are of water and spirit,

so the transhumanist house of cards will fall — and hopefully not on millions of people!
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From Conspiracy Theory to Conspiracy Practice: A Life Cycle

Here's my conspiracy theory about the life cycle of conspiracy theories. Usually, when there is a

nefarious or agenda or a corporate practice that is harmful to the people, the word Rrst gets out in

the form of a "crazy conspiracy theory." Those who notice a problem (the toxicity of TeVon; Vioxx

harms; the issue with asbestos, etc.,) try to speak out — and they get initially rejected based on

sounding "too weird." (By the way, if there were no conspiracies, why would there be RICO?)

As it happens, at Rrst, the media denies the existence of any conspiracy or wrongdoing. At the

same time, corporate spies and professional inRltrators — some posing as "respectable citizens,"

and some, as extra obnoxious and unruly conspiracy theorists — make sure that there is noise but

no clarity and no serious debate.

Academics, if they acknowledge it at all, snub the issue with an air of great arrogance — while the

people attracted to sensationalism and dogma go for the most dogmatic and sensationalized

version of the conspiracy theory — which is then used by conspiracy theory skeptics, academics,

agents of the state, and corporate spies to "prove" that the entire thing is ungrounded and

ridiculous.

And so it goes! And as long as the talk is harmless to the conspirators or wrongdoers in practical

terms and doesn't get in their way, no one in power cares. Which is why, for example, in the USSR,

where people took art and language the seriously, censorship was real — whereas in the "old

normal" West, for the most part, people could talk all they wanted as long as they didn't move the

dial. Those who moved the dial though got the same treatment as the Soviet political prisoners.

Which is also why prior to 2020, it was mostly okay to talk about transhumanism with suspicion —

but now that the superwealthy folks are pursuing transhumanism in a practical manner, it's

important for them to make sure that bringing it up is perceived by the general public as "crazy" —

which will be the case up until the moment the beast is released.

The moment it's out, it will stop being a "crazy conspiracy theory" and become the "great new idea

that will change our lives for the better," TED talks and all. And it will be a "crazy conspiracy theory"

to suggest that it's bad for us!

Tessa tweet - Progression of punditry

Now, the amusing part of the story — the exhibits.

Exhibit A: The Chip

First, let's look at the mother of all crazy conspiracy theories, "the chip." Remember "the chip"? The

tinfoil-hatted-folk have been whispering about "the chip" for decades, and they were obviously

laughed at in the respectable circles. "Yeah sure, they are trying to chip us, that's right, and you were

probably abducted by the aliens?" And so people laughed — but fast-forward to now, and "the chip"

is suddenly ready for prime time — but of course, it's not "that" chip, not the crazy conspiratorial

chip, it's the respectable chip, the good chip, the chip for our good and convenience!

And, funny as it is, we are suddenly hearing that the aliens are probably real — and, in the light of

the new memo, it now takes a special tinfoil-hatted conspiracy theorist to suggest that the media is

making up the aliens to distract us from the COVID abuses!

Tessa tweet - mother of all conspiracy theories

Bionic Banking

And here is Klaus Schwab advertising "the chip" — the respectable chip:

Exhibit B: Apple Slowing Down Older iPhone Models

This one is a very innocent conspiracy theory comparing to the other ones. Remember the one

about Apple deliberately slowing down older devices to "incentivize" people to buy newer ones?

Well, it turned out, it was true!

Exhibit C: Weather ModiOcation

It could easily be one of the "craziest" conspiracy theories out there, alongside with "the chip." But

lookie here! Scienti\c American, Insider, EcoWatch, the New York Times, USA Today — all telling us

about weather modiRcation and cloud-seeding. Crazy times!

Exhibit D: Vaccine Passports Come Digital Wallets

I do still remember the time when any mention of a vaccine passport by a "crazy conspiracy

theorist" was met with laughter!

And here is the Diet ID, the "Rrst electronic health record integration, streamlining diet quality

assessment for healthcare providers." And here is Dichotomy, a project in collaboration with

MasterCard to limit our purchases based on our carbon footprint:

And here's a very helpful digital ID from Thales in the UK:

"Why is Digital ID needed now? Over the last 18 months, the digitalisation of public and

private services has accelerated like never before. Due to limitations on physical contact

and lockdowns around the globe, citizens – often out of necessity – have had to turn to the

digital equivalent of services they previously accessed in person. From internet banking to

Nlling out tax returns online, the pandemic has acted as a catalyst for a wholesale change

in consumer behaviour."

"Even as we start to return to a sense of normality, this digitalisation of services looks set

to gather momentum. This is, in part, due to governments around the world asking their

citizens to carry digital health passes to prove they are doubly vaccinated or have a

negative test before they can access certain services. As a recent example of this, the UK

government made proof of 'full vaccination' a requirement for entering nightclubs from

September and countries like Italy or France are following a similar path."

"So-called digital 'vaccination passports' will play a key role in enabling citizens to access

all manner of services and will act as a precursor to the rollout of mobile digital ID."

Graphene-based Materials and Nano-tech in Vaccines

Hooray, we can Rnally talk about graphene oxide and "nanobots in vaccines"! An important point for

talking to our conspiracy denialist friends though: As we know, at the moment, there are no oLcial

records of either graphene-based materials or nanotech speciRcally in COVID injections. There are

indeed reports by independent scientists, and there is a concern — which is still not going to

impress our respectable friends!

But it doesn't matter! Like I mentioned earlier, the Internet of Bodies is on the rise, and it's bad on its

own — and there are oLcial records of graphene oxide and nanotech used in other medical and

non-medical applications, including non-COVID vaccines. There is proof! Furthermore, we don't

need proof of conspiracy to discuss a substance that has the potential to become the new

glyphosate with an added bonus of being a perfect material for surveillance!

Intranasal InUuence Vaccine Using Graphene Oxide From Georgia State
University and Emory

For example here is a paper called, "Intranasal vaccination with inVuenza HA/GO-PEI nanoparticles

provides immune protection against homo- and heterologous strains." It talks about new

investigational intranasal inVuenza vaccines with graphene oxide and states that "two-dimensional

(2D) graphene oxide (GO) nanoparticles have great potential as a novel vaccine platform due to

their extraordinary attributes." More commentary:

"Researchers at Georgia State University and Emory University have developed an

intranasal inMuenza vaccine using recombinant hemagglutinin (HA), a protein found on the

surface of inMuenza viruses, as the antigen component of the vaccine … The study,

conducted in mice and cell culture, found the nanoparticles signiNcantly enhanced immune

responses at mucosal surfaces and throughout the body in mice. The robust immune

responses conferred immune protection against inMuenza virus challenges by homologous

(same) virus strains and heterologous (different) virus strains."

There you have it! Graphene oxide! In a vaccine! No longer a conspiracy theory! We are talking

graphene oxide in an intranasal vaccine application, very close to the brain — and it's known that in

the area of biosensing, graphene oxide is used to, in the words of Science Daily, "hear your brain

whisper." And now shall we inquire about toxicity?

Toxicity of Graphene-based Materials

A paper in Particle and Fiber Toxicology, titled, "Toxicity of graphene-family nanoparticles: a general

review of the origins and mechanism," talks about multiple hazardous properties of graphene

materials, including a negative impact on the female reproductive system:

"FNs can induce acute and chronic injuries in tissues by penetrating through the blood-air

barrier, blood-testis barrier, blood-brain barrier, and blood-placenta barrier etc. and

accumulating in the lung, liver, and spleen etc." "The toxicological mechanisms of GFNs

demonstrated in recent studies mainly contain inMammatory response, DNA damage,

apoptosis, autophagy and necrosis etc., and those mechanisms can be collected to further

explore the complex signalling pathways network regulating the toxicity of GFNs.

It needs to point out that there are several factors which largely inMuence the toxicity of

GFNs, such as the concentration, lateral dimension, surface structure and functionalization

etc." "In the chicken embryo model, pristine graphene Makes decreased the ribonucleic acid

level and the rate of deoxyribonucleic acid synthesis, leading to harmful effects on brain

tissue development and the atypical ultrastructure was observed in the brain."

"Pregnant mice had abortions at all dose, and most pregnant mice died when the high dose

of rGO was injected during late gestation. Notably, the development of offspring in the high

dosage group was delayed during the lactation period."

Another article titled, "Effects of Graphene Oxide Nanoparticles on the Immune System Biomarkers

Produced by RAW 264.7 and Human Whole Blood Cell Cultures," talks about the impact of graphene

oxide on the immune system: "The current study shows that GONPs modulate immune system

biomarkers and that these may pose a health risk to individuals exposed to this type of

nanoparticle."

In other words, move fast, surveil, and break things!! And, brieVy, on the topic of nanobots, here is a

scholarly article, titled: "Aerosolized Nanobots: Parsing Fact from Fiction for Health Security — A

Dialectical View."

"Nanoscalar robotics can be used as both sensors and receiver-delivery devices, and the

controllability of these technologies enable their directed activity in biological organisms.

Such devices — either operating in tandem as distinct sense-and-engage systems, or as

single devices with both sense and delivery modes — could be employed to assess,

respond to, or modify molecular and chemical characteristics of a biological target.

As recent studies have indicated, these approaches can be used in clinical care to more

precisely monitor tissue, organ, and overall bodily states and to alter the structure and

function of biological tissues and systems at a variety of scales, from the subcellular to the

systemic and organismic"

And here is from Rice University: "Nanotubes assemble! Rice introduces 'Teslaphoresis.'"

"These nanotube wires grow and act like nerves, and controlled assembly of nanomaterials

from the bottom up may be used as a template for applications in regenerative medicine …

There are so many applications where one could utilize strong force Nelds to control the

behavior of matter in both biological and artiNcial systems."

And the list goes on!

In Conclusion:

True, it may be tough to get your conspiracy denialist friends to discuss the topic of "nanobots in

vaccines" — but maybe you can interest them in an inquiry into the Internet of Bodies?

About the Author

To Rnd more of Tessa Lena's work, be sure to check out her bio, Tessa Fights Robots.
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Great report Thessa Lena. Scientists in the UK recently carried out a forensic examination of the contents of the Wuhan coronavirus

"vaccines" which led them to discover that the mysterious Vuid is loaded with graphene oxide. They learned that these graphene

nanomaterials are capable of penetrating the body's natural barriers, including the blood-brain barrier. This can damage the central

nervous system and internal organs, as well as destroy the health of the blood, trigger cancer and cause permanent changes in gene

function. A British doctor who was damaged by vaccines came forward in December to help the investigation.

The Rnal report, entitled “Qualitative Evaluation of Inclusions in Moderna, AstraZeneca, and PRzer Covid-19 vaccines,” was presented

to the police involved with U.K. Criminal Case 6029679/21, which the authors say constitutes more than enough reasonable suspicion,

if not veriRable evidence, that serious indictable offenses have been committed with regard to the administration of these

experimental “treatments.” ukcitizen2021.org/Case_BrieRng_Document_and_lab_report_Ref_AUC_101_Re..

 | dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/13/uk-lab-conRrms-graphene-in-covid-vaccines/  (02/13/2022)
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Self-forming nanotube Rbers? Kind of explains the blood clots the morticians were reporting & we were shown a while ago.

Failed experiment with people's immune system attempting to deal with offending substances? What a brilliant bunch to

attempt to make what already exist, if left on its own, a self-regulating biological system adapting to the realities around it.

Predator$ believe they can make a mechanical Slave. Total control, do as you're told, no questions asked. Predator$ idea of a

perfect world & life. There is also a delusion in their thinking of what is intelligence. Our awareness, our intelligence whether

'enhanced' by their standards or not, is limited to a narrow spectrum of Creation.

Much like our vision is restricted to a certain band of wavelengths, such is so with our awareness. Despite the Predator$ claim

of expanding "our" awareness, (just exactly who are we, or what is our,) they have gone out of their way forever to short circuit

our innate expanded awareness & understanding. We are kept dumbed down & distracted, kept chasing brass rings always just

out of reach, hyper stimulated or dulled down, while the Predator$ chase their delusions from an incomplete understanding of

Creation & Life.
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Thanks for the links, Gui. It's good to see information that I've been trying to get people to look at, showing up in these articles.

Perhaps Dr. Mercola saw the links I posted the other day to microchips; including nanosensors that are the size of dust particles

and can Voat in the air (and get up your nose!). I've had that Canadian biodigital convergence PDF in my library, for months now.

I do try to keep up. Just to make a point; why would the scientists create all this nanotechnology, if they weren't planning to

implement it? I'm going to link to the WEF again; since I've barely had any response to it.

This is an interactive version and all you have to do, is click on the various nodes and note the connections to the topic in the

center circle. No conspiracy "theory"! Their evil plans for the 'future' of humanity, is all there - in plain sight, down to the smallest

detail. They did not create this thing overnight! If you spend the time and dig deeply enough; you will come to the realization that

this covid psyops is at the center of it all! This is what covid is all about! Either you see it - or you don't.

intelligence.weforum.org/topics/a1Gb0000000pTDREA2/key-issues/a1Gb0000..
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Rogan guest reveals gov't digital id nightmare is real

www.youtube.com/watch?v=9czRY-tWPiE&list=RDCMUC3M7l8ved_rYQ45AVzS0..  Do as I say not as I do. Could it be possible?

Do the one tenth of one percent get one treatment & we get another?

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Te304dCxf2I&list=RDCMUC3M7l8ved_rYQ45AVzS0..  As more information spreads out across the

whole spectrum of who IdentiRes as what, increasingly it is those captured by the Clinton Neo-Liberals, DINO's & the RINO's who

cling in fear to the OLcial Narrative most have been trained to look to without question, because after all those are the Tony

Science sources, White Collar professional who went to higher education learned to go to for info. Maybe a few more

celebrities, reporters or other people of note collapsing after Jab/s on camera will wake them up.
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It seems so crazy that all these vaccine manufacturers worked together to add graphene oxide to their Covid shots. This is the

biggest conspiracy of all. And it's no theory.
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jsutsteve, I think the mind control is working. There are so many people who have had Covid shots who think it has saved them.

Even three months ago, before I had Covid, my best friend was still trying to talk me into getting the shot. and this is after I told

her multiple times that I spent hundreds of hours studying data everywhere, and I thought it wasn't worth the risk.
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Thanks Just, Randy and DebbyW for your interesting contributions. We have the ID2020 program that was supported by the

Rockefeller Foundation, the WEF and lGAVI and aims to inject every human being with microchips that can be accessed

remotely using 5G and later 6G technologies. It is a totally electronic identiRcation, which links everything with everything of

each individual (health, criminal, banking, personal and private records, etc.), being administered by a state agency or in

extremis, by the private sector”, reports The Burning Platform on technology. technology will be forced on everyone.

The founder of the World Economic Forum (WEF), Klaus Schwab, promised this with the rhetoric of the “Great Reset”, which is

materializing at “breaking speed”, thanks to the plandemic. It is Gates, Rockefeller and other globalists who are pumping

endless money to see their baby come to life, and they are almost there. The program's private partners include many Big

Pharma names like Johnson & Johnson (J&J), GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), Merck & Co. and, of course, the Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation. In addition, the German parliament ratiRed the implementation of the ID2020 Agenda, the next phase of the global

launch of the Mark of the Beast that began in the wake of the "pandemic" of the Wuhan coronavirus.  This centralized general

electronic data collection program will proRle all citizens of Germany and grant access to all government agencies, police

departments and agencies as well as the private sector.

www.globalresearch.ca/implanted-vaccine-package-id-germanys-parliament..

 www.theburningplatform.com/2021/11/30/digital-tyranny-and-the-rockefel..  (11 /30/2'21)
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Graphene presence and damage in the blood was shown in the video at

dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/24/graphene-is-being-transmitted-from-vaccinate..  , _even in not covid jabbed children of covid

jabbed parents. Apparently a case has been closed by the corrupt West London (Hammersmith?) police after not looking at or

investigating the loads of evidence, with a blatantly fraudulent statement, include a blatantly false allegation of approval or

safety, when obvious BS for any emergency use of drugs. The case is possibly U.K. Criminal Case 6029679/21 Best limit any

time around the jabbed and ensure that your Glucothione is topped up e.g via at least 600mg of Acetyl Cysteine per day!

Frankly all the jabbed should be quarantined and regularly tested for shedding of harmful stuff. Note, that Pine Needles or

similar plant matter is probably useless for protection from the jab or the jabbed because it was a hoax via a "virologist", for

what was actually a very old Bayer patented drug. Don't trust any "virologist", they are all frauds "Gas Lighting" us on "viruses",

and associated BS. There is no deRnitive reproducible scientiRc evidence of isolation of any virus, despite many alleged

discoveries by "virologists"!

Best not to accept injection of anything, because Graphene could be in there, it has been already been added to some Medical

Saline and other "vaccines", maybe including anaesthetics! This also means not abusing your teeth with carbohydrates and

acidic 'foods', and learning to cleaning them yourself, to avoid the need to go to any, often negligently ignorant, dentist. True

ultra-sonic tooth cleaners, silent until touch gum or teeth, and hand dental tools kits can shatter plaque off teeth. You may even

need to be wary on contact lenses and solutions!
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Humanity cannot allow "blind faith to the authorities". obedience and submission, due to lack of truthful information, due to lack of

development of contract thinking to Rnd the truth, of what is happening in this world won by materialism. It is about living life with the

minimum effort, assuming that the promotion of this ultra-industrialized society leads to a decline of humanity. What began with the

Industrial Revolution for the war industry to manufacture weapons, has not translated into a process of development and

modernization of autonomous and interdependent productive forces, but rather into corrupt oligarchies, supported by large

monopolies.

The acceptance and adoration of leaders of all kinds by the masses is synonymous with subordination, and the reVection of the

decadence and degradation of the individual and the society governed and manipulated by an elite of Power, equally decadent and

degraded, which sees in its subject to the irresponsible and foolish who must be directed and used at all times of his life. If survival in

life is subject to obedience and this encourages servitude, it will end with the will of the individual, society will end up admitting all

degrading options, losing the freedoms and rights achieved by suffering and blood. The fourth industrial revolution is led by the Davos

meetings and the WEF Global Leaders.

Countries from all over the world are represented in the latest crop of the WEF with 112 potential globalist leaders like Putin, Bill Gates,

Jeff Bezos, Peter Buttigieg, Emmanuel Macron, Gavin Newsom, Angela Merkel, Jacinda Ardern and many others, are the integral part

of Davos. When it comes to subversive plans to overthrow the economy of the free world, few go further than the WEF's global scheme

to remake the world and install a new form of "capitalism" based on recruiting corporate leaders for the role of government.

rairfoundation.com/exposed-meet-klaus-schwabs-2021-class-of-great-rese..  (12/26/2021
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Now we have the paranoid Putin who is invading the Ukraine. Dutch Prime Minister Mark Rutte says Putin has portrayed

Ukraine's government as a kind of dictatorship, having been "democratically elected": "That's quite different from the situation in

Russia." This invasion is causing suffering and deaths of civilians, families abandoning their country and is causing serious

economic consequences to the whole world with destabilization of social coexistence and more deaths to add to the "vaccines".

FRONTLINE traces Vladimir Putin's ascent from unemployed spy to modern-day czar, and investigates the accusations of

criminality and corruption that have surrounded his reign in Russia. The Rlm is a FRONTLINE production with the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation. www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/Rlm/putins-way/?utm_source=Iterable&ut..
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Thanks Gui for your posting. I live in the Netherlands, but please don't quote our PM, the liar Mark Rutte. He is a sneaky WEF

member for many years, which he Rrst denied, as well as 2 key members of his cabinet are WEF puppets. In 2016 the Dutch

people voted in a referendum against the Ukraine–European Union Association Agreement , But Mark Rutte ignored that to

please George Soros and quickly abandoned all referendums, meaning he ignored and took away our democratic rights, which

is also typical WEF policy. He signs agreements with the WEF without informing the parliament. As PM he let in over a million

migrants, which is a lot for a small country, as it use to be 16, 5 million inhabitants before he became PM.

This is part of WEF plan to destroy nationality. I don't say Putin is a good guy but don't believe the brainwashing by US / WEF

media, like they did with Covid. Ukraine was taken by an organised WEF/ CIA coup d'etat, which brought Oligarchy to power who

control the media. like the oligarch Petro Poroshenko, who became president in 2014. Nobody had elected him, he was

appointed by Victory Nuland, who admitted that USA Spent 5 BILLION To Subvert Ukraine. Nuland husband is the big promoter

of the war against Iraq. Another criminal. When some years later election came in Ukraine, people were brainwashed by

Oligarchy media and also a lack of better candidates, so another Oligarchy puppet was elected president.

His master wanted to take East- Ukraine for the oil and had paid many years the son of Biden. They asked for NATO

membership. This is great treat for Russia, as Cuba was to the US in the 60's with JFK. The US invaded Cuba, bay of pigs

invasion, it failed, then Kennedy said it would be WW3 if Russia didn't remove the missiles from Cuba. The same treat US felt

with Cuba, Russia feels even stronger today. Nuland is back under Biden, did the provoking again, leaving Russia no choice, as

they declined Putin request that Ukraine did not become part of NATO.
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When Schwab makes his boast & brags of Penetrating all the Gov't's, having Putin, Merkel, Trudeau, probably more than enough

of the US gov't under his & the WEF's inVuence; Wouldn't one expect the whole Russia, Ukraine as real as it is for those poor

souls stuck in the middle of chess board moves, is really just crushing day to day people, is to create while we look at this, we

don't see what they are doing over there. Another layer & more intense Mass Formation Psychosis. Also, events showing once

again just how little the Predator$ care about anyone or anything beyond their own delusions of immortality & to control

Creation they believe is beneath them. Tessa has it going on, another great piece of work from her.
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So many have fallen into the trap of “I would not have seen it if I hadn’t believed it.” A fair warning indeed, if we already know

how the world “is,” it’s hard to ask good questions and be open to a range of answers. Thus it is with the “Jab.”  ------- On

Wednesday, a couple of weeks ago I arrived in Steamboat Springs, CO for an annual Rve-day ski trip. Seven men, age 65ish, Rve

full "Jabbed", of which two had also contracted C-19. One other had contracted C-19, but “non-jabbed”. I am the only one who

daily follows FLCCC prevention protocol (no jabs).

Some were freaked out about the two of us being “non-jabbed.” How could we be so ill-responsible? We both took a quick C-19

test. Both tests came back negative.--- On Saturday, one of my “Jabbed” friends notices a slight chest cold. Sunday, he and my

“non-Jabbed but C-19” friend head to the airport in a shuttle for the 30-minute ride. At the airport, watching the start of the

Super Bowl, we have a couple of beers (one hour). -- At home on Monday, the friend with the slight chest cold tests positive for

C-19.

On Wednesday the “Non-Jabbed but had C-19” friend tests positive for C-19. I and all the others test negative. How does that

happen?  --- I will note arriving home Sunday night I took a Rve minuted nebulized H2O2/Iodine treatment. Followed by another

one Monday morning. ---- As of this date, all have recovered without any great challenges. They have their set of “reality

goggles.”  I have mine. Not sure if the events of the ski trip will change anything.
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Thanks for this GUI, and Dr Mercola for this article on alternative persuasion. One thing we can be sure of in this stampede

towards “chipping” is that the instigators themselves will not be “chipped”, as this would defeat the object of the exercise? I’ve

just Rnished reading Rosa Koire’s “Behind the Green Mask, U.N. Agenda 21”, published more than 10 years ago. An impressively

perceptive description of how councils in the USA are inRltrated by “preferred” candidates, with decisions at meetings (she

describes them as Delphi meetings) Rxed to look like that’s what the public agreed to. Policies at council level made by U.N.

plants, much in the same fashion as Scab’s young leaders. Is there any part of our lives that isn’t tarnished by this evil? Off

subject, but relevant, I feel, an article from last year on the WHO and the Vawed PCR tests

principia-scientiRc.com/who-pcr-tests-at-high-ct-probably-all-false-p..  Just more vindication of the house of cards that this

“pandemic” is.
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Hard to take anything seriously from the Corona Broadcasting Corporation
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Thank you all for your interesting comments. Two current articles: TIMELINE: EUROMAIDAN, THE ORIGINAL “UKRAINE CRISIS”

www.globalresearch.ca/timeline-euromaidan-original-ukraine-crisis/5772..  (02/25/2022) WHAT YOU SHOULD REALLY KNOW

ABOUT UKRAINE www.globalresearch.ca/what-you-should-really-know-about-ukraine/577209..  (02/25/2022)
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Yeah, our traitorous leaders were well-practiced in stealing, rigging & buying elections....running color revolutions before they

went beyond the usual machine graft with easier to seize & control digital. Most of them will probably end like those

Vambouyant who aided H-word-we're-not-allowed-to-say's regime, or the idealist Trotsky of the supposed opposite, same

tyrannical end. One of the key Diebold witnesses died in a plane crash 'on approach, in our state & to the north where Diebold

headquarters used to be. Nothing 'local' about it anymore, can't control everybody globally THAT way!
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I don't know how many of you have watched Day 4 of Reiner's court proceedings or how far you may have gotten. If you want to fully

understand the psyops of covid, this psychologist explains it all, step by step, in great detail (the reasons why the majority continue to

go along with this fraud and why they won't listen to you). It begins around 4:18 (4 hours - not minutes) and if you don't fully

understand the "how and why" of it all; you will, after watching this woman speak and you should totally understand that this was never

about a vaccine. It would also be good to promote the video by giving it a thumbs up! www.bitchute.com/.../f8X7QwSFwnPU
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Randyfast - I went to 4:18 on Day 4, listened to Meredith Miller and all I can say is Wow - just Wow! This psychological coach

just nails it! The Stockholm Syndrome is the playbook being used for the Covid messaging by our governments, mainstream

media and social media. The Jul 2020 Yale study she refers to (Persuasive messaging to increase COVID-19 vaccine uptake

intentions - www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0264410X21013682?via%3Dihub  and

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34774363  ) gives chilling details on what this messaging is accomplishing. Scary psychological

manipulation!
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Bear; thank you for responding and thank you for actually having curiousness to have a look! All I and others can do; is to put

this important info out there. We can't make anyone actually look at it. I'm no psychologist; although, I'm already aware of all of

these manipulation techniques; which I've alluded to in previous posts. That being said; Meredith really does "nail" it! That why I

added in the OP that this is why those living the delusion won't even listen to what we have to say. Thanks for the links...I'll

check them out. I actually wanted to Rnd and save that study. Thanks for saving me the trouble. I Rgure that, if even one person

took the time to view this - it was worth the effort. BTW: after the next woman's input (which I could barely understand...either
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took the time to view this - it was worth the effort. BTW: after the next woman's input (which I could barely understand...either

my poor hearing and/or her accent), Meredith has a bit more information. I could listen to her all day!
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Randy I must say I do appreciate all my fellow mercola followers. I read your comments everyday, we can’t give up

now. Keep up the resistance and we will win with love
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kana; thank you. You're right...giving up is not an option. If we give up; "they" win, for sure!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DAY 5- FINANCIAL DESTRUCTION odysee.com/.../Grand-Jury-Day-5-online_1:4  . GRAND JURY DAY 5: FINANCIAL

DESTRUCTION - DR. REINER FUELLMICH NUREMBERG 2.0 .

rumble.com/vvkvjk-grand-jury-day-5-Rnancial-distruction-dr.-reiner-fu..  DR. REINER FUELLMICH GRAND JURY TRIAL - COVID

VACCINE CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY - DAY 5 - NUREMBERG 2.0 .

rumble.com/vvjs4l-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-grand-jury-trial-covid-vaccine-..  .
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast, I tried to watch it at 4 hrs.. It wouldn't play. I know what Stockholm syndrome is. I remember it from the Patty Hearst

kidnapping.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You do know that the UN Russian delegate said they do not recognize Israel's 1967 seizing of the Golan Heights when all united

against them, refusing to live in peace....all those 'suffering' people that none of their champions care enough to take in & care

for, keeping them useful pawns, using & provoking them to take 'actions' like the original war that Vopped, or a little sister

picking on her brother for, 'reactions'.  Right before the assault on the Ukraine. Recognizing Syria, another CIA fostered &

'transformed' entity. Citing, wait for it, the Geneva Convention & a new international court & order. Now ain't that a handy-dandy

co-inkydink. After all their little international duckies & useful idiot rebelutionaries are inside any country that would seek to

locally defend itself from some international coup & stealth manipulation, psych war etc.

Fodder for the big boys deepest in & highest up who've corralled the power, used bits of history out of the full context to rewrite

& deceive the untried, immature & inexperienced until it's too late.  Wonder what Russia got in exchange for that little bit of

diversion & long cyber aid to the 'cause' Eisenhower let slip, let alone China w/ their one road initiative planned to run through

Syria clean to Egypt, now cozying up to Russia, playing footsie & collaborator w/ the UN & one world corporatists & mad

scientists for hire. The hidden hand can always use those faces willing to be the 'bad guy' & pretend opposite. They already have

their big dam on the upper Nile in Ethiopia, crony Tedros' homeland, lowering the water level in Egypt w/ the UN ignoring their

pleas & cries of 'foul'.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, reasons why there are only 500 views: Short Attention Span Theatre (too lengthy for people's attention span) and "All

those experts know what they're doing, I'll leave it up to them and others to handle it and save us behind the scenes". Throw in "I

don't believe anything they do will matter to the elite controlling this world". Wish I am wrong but probably not.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes; Brianallen...all tied into Apathy, Indifference and Complacency...reminds me of a one-liner: "The world is full of apathy...who

cares!"
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Thessa Lena for exposing the darkness of the evil WEF. The WEF is very powerful, it can collapse economies as it did before

and takeover countries like Georgia, Ukraine, and many countries more, even Russia at one point, bringing oligarchy to power with the

help of George Soros, co-founder of WEF, The oligarchy control also the media, and put their puppet as president, so they can steal the

wealth of a nation. In the US Soros made Obama president, there are other examples, he support mass migration in Europe and US, to

promote globalisation.

Also he fund the BLM to defund the police. In Russia, they made Putin a WEF member to be their puppet president, but that was a

mistake as Putin is not a globalist, but nationalist, so he turned against them. He was smart enough to outplay them with the support

of old KGB friends. For 30 years WEF was building an immense network, and inVuence, bringing their people into power. This was all

done in secret. But lately they have become so arrogant bold, that they came out of hiding, as they see Covid as there chance to push

their agenda to take control, like with vaccine passport, the Rrst step to a Chinese control system.

But the milder Omicron virus has become a problem for their plans as infection rates go down, so countries don't see the need for

vaccines ID's anymore. So now you see the WEF goes in hiding again. Now The WEF Is Removing The Bio Pages Of Its Members:

lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/the-wef-is-removing-the-bio-pages   But their hiding doesn't mean their evil plans will stop, so expose

them as much as possible.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good references Pete Smith, yes, the fourth industrial revolution is closely related to the WEF Global Leaders school. Countries

from around the world are represented in the World Economic Forum's latest crop of 112 potential globalist leaders like Putin,

Bill Gates, Jeff Bezos, Peter Buttigieg, Emmanuel Macron, Gavin Newsom, Angela Merkel, Jacinda Ardern and many others, are

the part Davos member. rairfoundation.com/exposed-meet-klaus-schwabs-2021-class-of-great-rese..  (12/26/2021)

As Trudeau put it: "Schwab and the WEF received help in setting up their Canadian inRltration mission, including from Trudeau's

former chief of staff, Gerald Butts, a participant in the WEF's Davos conferences and one of the main secret organizers of the

ideological tactics." of the Trudeau government. When it comes to subversive plans to overthrow the economy of the free world,

few go further than the WEF's global scheme to remake the world and install a new form of "capitalism" based on recruiting

corporate leaders for the role of government. . ” Rnancialpost.com/opinion/terence-corcoran-in-canada-follow-the-money-..

 (02/18/2022)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THE PUTIN FILES “While making the Rlm Putin's Revenge, we interviewed former heads of U.S. intelligence agencies, diplomats,

Russian and American political insiders, journalists, historians and others. In all, 56 sources spoke with us on camera. Over

hours, they told us what they’d seen, what they'd heard and what they’d learned from being inside the rich and textured story of

U.S.-Russian relations.” www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/interview-collection/the-putin-Rles/about-..
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Israel has occupied Palestinian land and also Syrian land. Never got boycotted, but got hundreds of billions of US taxpayers

dollars. Israel claimed they did this in self-defense. Putin should claim the same. The New York Post reported on an alleged

email in which an adviser from a Ukrainian energy company, Burisma, apparently thanked Hunter for inviting him to meet his

father, Joe Biden. Even the bias BBC reported about Hunter Biden: What was he doing in China and Ukraine?

 conservativeRringline.com/ukraine-burisma-scandal-blows-wide-open-wit..     Founded in 2002, Burisma Holdings is an oil and

natural gas company owned by Ukrainian oligarch Mykola Zlochevsky.

He previously served in public oLce in the country, and has been the subject of fraud investigations, although never convicted.

Biden’s son Hunter joined Burisma in 2014 as a board member — around the same time his father was serving under President

Obama — holding the position for Rve years.  ~~*~~ Hontareva was president of the national bank from 2014 to May 2017. She

believes the attacks on her life are related to her 2016 decision to nationalize Ukraine's largest private bank, Privatbank. It took

this decision after an audit of the books revealed that an amount of no less than $5.5 billion was missing from the balance

sheet.

Ihor Kolomoysky, co-owner of Privatbank, then Ved Ukraine for fear of prosecution. After the election of president Zelensky, who

campaign was won with the help of the Kolomoysky TV station, the refugee oligarch returned. Zelensky went after Hontareva

but let the criminal Kolmoysky free. Former President of the Ukrainian National Bank, Valeria Hontareva, faced serious threats.

An incendiary bomb was thrown into her villa near Kiev, it burned down to the ground. Earlier that month, her son's car was set

on Rre. She herself was hit on a zebra crossing in London at the end of August, where she has lived for a year, and had to be

hospitalized for her injuries.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I tend to agree with you and all the various Lew Rockwell articles, as I have always been supportive of good relations with

Russia due to their organic agricultural campaign, stable population reduction, and their Vat/gross income tax with economic

solvency. However I tend to show a little bit of wishy-washy, fence-sitting restraint in this current Ukrainian matter due to Putin's

heavy handed invasion tactics, and also due to the fact that my mom was born in the Ukraine to expatriate American parents

who's father took a position there in the early 20th century as a foreign rep for the German Pfaff Sewing Machine Co.

In 1920, her father and 3 young siblings all died there of the "Spanish" Vu of the time, so my surviving grandma and then 3 Y.O.

mom relocated from Ukraine to Latvia. Also, this Russian-Ukrainian upheaval reminds me somewhat of the U.S. Civil War, pitting

brother against brother. Here is a supportive article of Russia, today from Rockwell: https://interbering.com/

 | www.lewrockwell.com/2022/02/no_author/from-the-black-sea-to-the-east-m..
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snydersofvlora
Joined On 8/31/2019 11:17:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The sudden turnaround on mandates is so they can say"The mandates worked". "All the restrictions were worth the pain. Together, we

overcame!" Then, with the next "plandemic", they can remind us of how well the restrictions worked to end Covid. This time, "Let's jump

straight to tracing" ! That is why suddenly, everything is better!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

However, I see a lot of people waking up now and "Getting it". I have talked with bank tellers, grocery store clerks, perfect

strangers, who are saying "oh yeah, they are going to run out of Greek letters to name all these variants and will have to come up

with Alpha Two, Gamma Three, etc, it is so ridiculous". "Oh how stupid and how crazy that all the shops are closed" "the story

keeps on changing so you don't know who or what to trust" etc. People are Rnally beginning to question and to think. And RFK's

book is selling in masses, people are waking up. So how long will The Ruse work? Not for too much longer, and certainly already

not on everybody, as it stands right at this very moment.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Mirandola", "I have talked with bank tellers, grocery store clerks, perfect strangers, who are saying "oh yeah, they are going to

run out of Greek letters to name all these variants and will have to come up with Alpha Two, Gamma Three, etc, it is so

ridiculous" Or one could change "omicron" to "omicorn". :-)
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

libertyonenews.com/do-you-remember-when-joe-biden-gave-vladimir-putin-..  “In June of 2021, Joe Biden bragged about the fact that

he had given Vladimir Putin a list of 16 entities that Russia must not hack and severely damage our infrastructure. That list included

energy, water, health care, emergency, chemical, nuclear, communications, government, defense, food, commercial facilities, IT,

transportation, dams, manufacturing, and Rnancial services.” Biden may be clueless, but I am not. Here is a list of things you need to

be able to provide for your own household and locale or do without. Many people remain in denial in the dependency trap.

They expect govt or someone else to take care of them. (I even had one person tell me that they expect their church will take care of

them and meet all their needs!) I am shocked to see people with land under their feet taking no action to provide their own food, let

alone anything else. When stressed, they fritter away their energy on frivolous things instead of Rnding productive outlets. A large

segment of the population cannot be helped. It is already too late for those who have done nothing to prepare. If they are unwilling to

help themselves, why should I feel obligated to help them? Global events are happening fast and inVation is escalating, making it

impossible for people to buy much.

Inventory may no longer be available. It takes time to learn many skills. If you wait to plant a garden or catch a Rsh until your cupboard

is bare, you will go hungry. Meanwhile, I realize none of us can do everything. However, the more you do to help yourself, the more

likely you are to meet and start networking with like-minded people. People ask me, "How do you Rnd such people?" You just start

doing what is necessary. The more you do, the more people you will meet.  You will not likely Rnd the kind of people you need to meet

sitting on the sofa in front of your tv.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At this point of almost March of 2022 if you don't know what humanity faces you are not going too. This is not red vs blue. It's Freedom

vs Tyranny period. Choose sides!
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't talk to friends or family about any of this anymore. They are all brain dead with no reasoning ability and discussing this with

them is like talking to a wall which then collapses on you. They have made their decisions and I have made mine. It just ends there and

remains there. I will not go the way of insanity and keep on doing the same thing over and over, expecting a different outcome.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with you
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KingofthePaupers
Joined On 11/1/2010 5:11:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What can be more convincing than to show them that Who compared the Covid 3.4% CFR mortality rate to Flu's 0.1% IFR mortality rate

to hype the threat a hundredfold with an Apple Orange comparison. Once you feel stupid about how you fell for the trick, not much

chance you won't admit conspiracy to trick you. The Covid Mortality threat is a false alarm! Doesn't it smash the mandatory vaccine

paradigm to prove the Covid Mortality Hyped Hundredfold www.amazon.com/.../b09dfgld8d  threat was a hoax? Would you take the

suicide clot shot if you knew the Covid Mortality threat is a hoax? "I refuse the jab because the Covid mortality threat was hyped a

hundredfold by comparing Covid CFR to the too small Flu IFR." http://SmartestMan.Ca/kotp  videos index
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estemax
Joined On 6/26/2012 11:08:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On the subject of weather modiRcation (Geoengineering) and graphene oxide, Dane Wigington from www.geoengineeringwatch.org

recently mentioned in the last two weekly news installments the presence of graphene oxide in 5 precipitation tests performed within

the last 12 months in CA. His team which includes an ex Nasa scientist conRrmed the presence of graphene oxide in 5 samples of rain

and snow which indicates we are breathing in these nano particles in every breath we take and worse yet, by ingesting it when

catching rain/snow for water consumption.
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catching rain/snow for water consumption.

I've been following this subject for over a decade (Geoengineering) and it amazes me that the records show we've been manipulating

the weather for over 75 yrs and only now we are starting to see the same people involved in "new" technologies that could help with

the warming of our planet. Ken Caldeira, one of the top geoengineers that worked for DOD is now in Bill Gates' payroll. Looks like every

conspiracy theory has the same actors playing behind the scene. From vaccines, GMO food, Fluoridated water, to Geoengineering, the

controllers thirst seems insatiable. May God help us unite as one and Rnally expose and get rid of these psychopaths.
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Yes, estemax. DANE WIGINGTON GEOENGINEERING STUDY Rnd-study-now.com/dane-wigington-geoengineering

 | truthcomestolight.com/.../dw   GRAPHENE SKIES? www.geoengineeringwatch.org/graphene-skies

 | seemorerocks.is/graphene-from-the-skies
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I am so proud of my Father, for being in the intro of Dane's Rlm 'The Dimming.' He has been speaking up & raising awareness for

years, using his name status to draw attention. I look forward to Dane's podcast each week as well. Although is can be

depressing, what is MOST depressing of all is that people are looking down at their STUPID phones NOT looking up at the murky

soup in the once brilliant sky.
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Menthal health professionals say: Denial exists to shield people from emotional pain. People put up walls to protect themselves from

information that may turn their world upside down. Further, some information may be too painful for the psyche to handle. The psyche

is very smart, and knows what it can and can not handle. Hence, denial bristles up. Information will only be allowed in when the psyche

is prepared to handle it. Aha, this is key. Tessa sure provides a lot of proof, this is dumbfounding, shell shocking. With that said, we can

provide all the proof we want and Denial Itself will simply deny all proof and all facts. And yet, it is true that government proof and WEF

Rlm footage etc, may indeed wake many people up.

But some people may remain in denial, and never will wake up. We can't help that. The best way for denial to break is for people to face

their own painful cause and effects of their own choices. When the pain becomes great enough, they will wake up. It is tragic and we

wish this on Absolutely Nobody! Yet, it may unfortunately be what is required for some people world-wide to awaken from their

slumber. I predict that due to the suffering that will inevitably happen as result of the "vaccines" and the social strictures etc, that there

will be a mass movement and a mass wakeup. I think due to side effects and deaths, people will defect in droves to natural medicine.

And no proRteers will be able to prevent it, neither will any censorship prevent mass awareness from being raised as people suffer as a

result of these injections. The best way to break denial, unfortunately, is through "hitting bottom" as they say. This is sad, indeed, and

we hope that people wake up sooner rather than later. The sooner they do, the less suffering there will be wordwide. And the

movement has already begun. The trucking convoys, the mass mobs showing up to march peacefully, the lawsuits are all proof. Be

encouraged, not discouraged! This is all going to turn around.
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There is a lot we can do to help. To talk to friends and family members is the LAST way to even consider this! Instead: A) Appeal

to sources that have clout, inVuence and outreach. B) Think of school parent-teacher associations, college newsletter editors,

lawyers, retired physicians, undergound news journalists. Reach out to them all with links and information. C) Ask friendly

underground news journalists to cover topics in parallel, at the same moment in time, with bloggers posting links to comment.

This was a brilliant idea of Jim Corbett's if I am not mistaken, and given the fact that an internet hum is what caused the

popularly christened "Thought Crimes Bill" to fall down, we can have much the same effect now.

D) Spread word widely about the mandate protests, trucking convoys, lawsuits. Send links around. It is just amazing how many

people are getting involved in the peaceful counter-movement. The more we share about the solutions, the more we are part of

the solution. E) Support the lawsuits and the trucking convoys. F) A political strategist said, prior to the censorship machine

going widespread, that class action lawsuits would break the media blackout and carry more clout than solo lawsuits. File class

action, create for hope, and spread word by internet. Please add to the list of SOLUTIONS thank you all.
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Perhaps like this. In current Nexus magazine an article expresses the Davos Forum of Anglo-Saxon global-elites: to depopulate the

Planet and replace working people with robots. This is not just speculation or a sci-R Vick, this is THEIR plan. The same Anglo-Saxon

elites demonizing President Putin and shaming Russia in the Olympics are the same group who are killing and maiming you, your

children, spouses, relatives, and families today. Russia’s Rght to survive is the Rght by all good people of Earth for all good people of

Earth and for Earth Herself.

In other words, the ‘enemy’ of the Anglo-Saxon global elites is not only every Socialist, Social-Democratic, or Communist state –

Russia, North Korea, Venezuela, Cuba, Vietnam, and China – but the entire global community of ordinary common people in every part

of the world regardless of political-economic system. You get the picture? The good people of Earth are Rghting the same greedy,

insane, and Evil people who gripped the World and unless we recognize our common ‘enemy’ – the Anglo-Saxon

freemason-fascist-faraohs who have their Rngers, hands, elbows, and feet in all of this and together eradicate them, the healthy good

Earth with Her Wilderness and Wildlife will perish and all of us with Her.

Jeanne d’Arc (Joan of Arc) faced this same enemy – le perRde Albion “treacherous English” – in 1400s, as did President John F.

Kennedy in 1960s, Native Americans since 1600s, Russia non-stop since the mid-1900s, and now every decent person in every part of

the world regardless of gender, age, race, nationality, or religion – who is not an elite nor obscenely rich or powerful faces attack by le

perRde Albion. The West (England, USA) is responsible for every drop of Ukrainian and Russian blood in the current conVict. President

Putin tried for decades to negotiate, coexist, even please USA and England, even offered to join NATO – but was rebuffed at every

step. He found that Peace and coexistence is not in the hearts of
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the Anglo-Saxon elites, never was, nor saving lives. Rather, the Western global elites seek enemies because enemies means war

and war – especially extended wars – mean money, and lots of it. (Read General Smedley D. Butler describe this elite

USA-warmongering MaRa establishment in his book ‘War Is A Racquet’ www.goodreads.com/.../115545.Smedley_D_Butler  “I

spent 33 years and four months in active military service and during that period I spent most of my time as a high class muscle

man for Big Business, for Wall Street and the bankers. In short, I was a racketeer, a gangster for capitalism…”)

How else could the military justify receiving 46 percent of USA people’s income taxes every year but to continuously provoke

war? For this reason and treason it’s not even interested in winning the wars. Because coexistence and cooperation is just not in

THEIR blood, the Anglo-Saxon robber-barron leaders who run the current World Order of Rnance, economy, politics, etc. can

never bring True Peace to the World. To her credit, Tulsi Gabbard advocated to slash this excessively obscene and unnecessary

USA military budget by 50 percent.

It is separation by divide-and-conquer the Anglo-Saxon freemason-fascist-faraohs want – to separate Ukraine from Russia, as

two of THEIR prime reps – Reagan and Bush 41 – cut up Soviet Union into pieces in 1991; just as THEY are

dividing-and-conquering the US-American, Canadian, English, and all people of Earth with Kovid plannedemic and forced

mRNA-nano-razor kill shots; and in same way the same ones cutting up Ecosystems via urban sprawl, cropland conversions,

and private-property rights the English invented in 1600. Loss of diversity brings degeneration, which is the destruction of Earth.

“The World will praise Volga.” – Vanga (‘the Nostradamus of the Balkans'). Pray for Russia, pray for the good people of Ukraine.

Good People of Earth Unite! Let the Nuremberg 2022 trials begin: USA, England, Canada, Australia, S Africa, NZ
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Insane maniacs and sociopaths have a grip on the World with THEIR RATs (run-amuck technoogies) that we are just supposed to

accept, and THEY need to be stopped. "The World will praise Volga." -- Vanga (Bulgarian prophetess) Nuremberg 2022: USA, England,

Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa. Save the Anglo-Saxon from himself. Good People of Earth don't lose hope -- Unite!
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I had the most strange fall, I was going down the stairs and glanced to my phone, next I was at the bottom of the stairs with broken

twisted ankle. I have never fallen this hard, I was only three steps to the bottom of the stairs. It felt like something pushed me hard to

the Voor. I am not vaccinated but I had the virus las year, and since then I have had fear of hights. It is strange.
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Yes, I have gone thru this. I agree with them and pursue their logic to the extreme when they tell me sanctimoniously that they got their

booster. This is said in a way to let me know they are holier-than-thou. They consider themselves good self-righteous people because

they “listen to the scientists”—and not some wacko conspiracy theories. (I think they just confuse science with mainstream news

propaganda.) So, I play along. I tell them they will be happy to know that a 4th shot, another booster, will soon become available, just in

case the Rrst 3 did not work, to offer complete protection. They think that is a good idea and tell me they will get it. I ask them whether

they will get an annual booster or 2 annual boosters.

Again, they want as much as they can get. So, I tell them there may be as many as 50 covid variations—possibly more will show up…

but not to worry as pharmaceutical companies already have new vaxines in the pipeline for many of them. Then, I muse, whether 1

booster will be enough for each variation annually or whether they will once again want 2 boosters—after the basic 2 shots, that is.

Gosh, that adds up to a lot of shots! I ask them if they think a shot a day might be a bit too much. By now, they are thoroughly confused

and angry. They now avoid me… 

😉

 Abraham Lincoln said, “Thinking is hard work. That is why so few engage in it.”
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I disagree with Tessa that the nanobots cannot control our minds due to us being made of water and spirit. That is so nonsensical.

Mind control is real and we have already witnessed how most people are already mind controlled with simple technology. Maybe some

highly advanced meditators cannot be mind-controlled but the rest of us are fair game.
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First off, what is so novel about conspiracies when a great deal of power and money are on the line? History shows they're the norm,

rather than the exception.  But regarding reality denialists who view oligarchs through the rosiest colored of glasses, people will only

see or hear what they're ready to see or hear. My approach is not to go near the whole shebang, but to dole out the most easily

digestible morsels of the lowest hanging fruit while agreeing with whatever I can, even if the most general concepts such as saving

lives.
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Good, veriRable information here, but always best to work in the light & w/ no intention to deceive if you don't want to be caught at it &

distrusted forever. Are they giving us a break? No, it's the classic pattern in which they always work, three steps forward two steps

back, accelerating as they gain enough power that they don't care. As for 'peasants', that's labeling handled through temptations&

initiations. leading people into enough sin to make them extortable & controllable, or Rnding those suLciently selRsh, unthinking &

amoral enough to serve as traitors, inRltrators & Judas goats to be lead deeper in, given partial knowledge, never all of it.

Those free indeed have a sure & higher standard, & there are those can kill the body, but not touch the soul, let alone spirit: especially

when sealed by the Holy Spirit of Truth, thrice evidenced by creation, the scripture & experience...any 1 of those alone, not in harmony

can mislead.  The servants of the father of lies use things that have some truth, some error in order to deceive & divide,& 'Vatteringly',

one on one, in private ...& preferably to the young, untried, inexperienced etc out of earshot of elders, more discerning, w/ broader&

deeper understanding. The steerable.

Using dialectic opposite terms which really work like good herding dogs, in tandem, always moving the herd in the same direction

(though they think they're all making up their own minds, opposing one another, all losing, & always moving in the direction of

centralized corporate power over them, choosing, directing through the limiting of 'choices' presented, as though they were the only

ones.)  Ironically the 'superiors' are generally as deceived as those they seek to steer & exploit, blinded by their own pride...deceiving &

being deceived, the blind leading the blind toward the same ditch...for it's appointed every man to die,& then the Judgment,& no man

knows the time of his leaving unless he uses self-murder& assures his judgment
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And those who can't see that some Japhethite, Anglo-Saxon, steerers aren't behind this...& that folks' reaction to truth &

evidence, what's right by God & their fellow man, the two laws which encompass every other, is what matter...skin tone &

melanin-content not involved in any heart or rational choice going...might maybe be 1) ignorant, 2) being used & steered

themselves by a hierarchy hidden hand in collusion & cronying with said Anglo-Saxon traitors, or 3) purposefully fomenting

division & hate.
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As you can hear in the interview with Harari, Biden is preparing a bill of rights to safeguard against out of control technology.
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(With a German style of accent) Peeplz ov da vorld...u are getting sleeply...Und relax yor mind to the zound of my voice zo az to offer u

kumfort to remove zis anxiety u ave been zo troubled wit all your vaking adult life . Breath deeply vunce morr... Und u are now relaxing

in a new dream of greatah avreness ov all ze tings ve can promiz to make dis vorld a betta vorld dan you wood tink iz ever possible. A

vunderful place vere u hav no need to own anating dat wood detract from ze joy of being connected wit ze fellow man..Und be happy

aboot it.  Yourz trooly, "Chucky the hypnotic slob" Schwab
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I just read an interesting article regarding the inVuence and funding of Schwab's WEF and the Great Reset by Blackrock investment

Rrm as well as their behind the scenes control of the Biden Administration at this link:

www.globalresearch.ca/more-blackrock-than-you-might-imagine/5748159  Nine trillion dollars buys you a lot of control.
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rumble.com/vvvogt-6-facts-about-trudeau-thatll-make-your-blood-boil.ht..  Update from JP www.youtube.com/watch  More on the

young leaders by Kim Iversen Includes clip of what Canadian banks are setting up for digital ids
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I’m so sick of the last 2 years and all this mess. I hope God releases his wrath on all the people that caused this. I’m done with trying to

talk to people about it.
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I so agree and these people are part of scripture in their "ruining of the earth" which includes destroying mankind.
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And the Wicked will be caught in their own nets/traps...
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Longplay
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...others are wearable, such as health trackers.." Think Amazon's Halo.  The oligarchs are priming people to accept IoB.   The same

goes for the sharing/selling of your DNA to Ancestry and 123 and Me, data which is currently being harvested by the Chinese. Of

course, those of us, including myself, whose primary payment method is the credit card, have already give up a huge amount of

privacy.
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Tessa, at least I have somewhere to send my family members who don't want to look at the whole picture. MMC88121
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kimber2b
Joined On 9/14/2009 6:41:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Will 5G give them the electrcal Reld needed for all these bizarre creations. Weather modiRcation has been around along time. Some

call it chem trails.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the biggest problem with COVID Conspiracy Theories is simply that there are so many conspiracy theories and also so many

real conspiracies - and as a result we become numb. You've discussed some of the bigger ones but missed the small and medium

sized ones Every vaccine mandate is a conspiracy, applying unlawful force to control and possibly harm me body. The same goes for

most, if not all mask mandates, travel restrictions, capacity limits, and many more. These are conspiracies of control and those who

promote them - even just by simple support actions - are participants in the individual conspiracy.

Those who submit are unwilling participants, unwilling conspirators. Those who point Rngers of shame are conspirators. Those who

shame people who point out the many simple attempts to limit our freedom of choice are part of that individual conspiracy. Those who

question vaccine injuries or deaths, intentionally avoiding investigation are conspirators. Those individuals, businesses, or

corporations who expand illegal actions like demanding medical information - like vaccine passports or COVID test results where not

required by "legal conspiracy" are expanding the present (denied) conspiracy by their actions, creating new levels or layers of

conspiracy.

Every government that creates and modiRes eestrictions that are unlawful in international law is another conspiracy and another

conspirator. Every opposition party that submits without question or supports these illegal actions becomes a co-conspirator.  I could

go on and on. There are so many conspiracies that we are overwhelmed - and this leads to denial, to mass formation psychosis. It

becomes impossible to study "the conspiracies" simply because there are so many that even gaining focus is diLcult.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"I've thought about this quite a bit, and here's what I am thinking. The bullying and the hoopla around the COVID injections is a prelude,

designed to groom us for the notorious Fourth Industrial Revolution and the so called "convergence of biological forms with AI." I've

understood this from the beginning and I'm on record as saying as much. I don't see why those dots are so diLcult to connect for

many people. You have all seen my posts; stating that covid is merely "A weapon of mass distraction and a means to an end".
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm giving a speech next Saturday in Vancouver, I forgot about the term 'mass distraction'.. permission to possibly use?.. lol...
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you. Of course, you can speak on Mass Distraction; or Mass Formation; although, you might need to whisper it! I'm

kind of thinking that the Vancouverites will be too distracted to listen. ;) They'll be checking their "smart" phones for the latest

covid news!
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AndymAndym
Joined On 4/26/2016 7:07:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vioxx, asbestos,etc… Don’t forget about Clair Patterson’s decade-long Rght against lead in gasoline!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do not be discouraged, be encouraged. The trucking convoys, the mass mobs showing up to protest all over the globe, are

clearly demonstrative that a new wave has caught on. And as Lao Tzu said, "The ten thousand mile begins with one step".

Further, as Ghandi said, "Rrst they laugh at you, then they Rght you, then you win". The truth will come out!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ACLU has written about surveillance technology capable of scanning the irises in our eyeballs at freeway speeds, and of reading

the print in an open book as cars drive on the freeway. Look for such surveillance equipment on top of telephone and power poles

alongside the highways, wrote the ACLU. The mania for tracking our whereabouts has gone crazy.....long ago. It is as clear a 4th

amendment violation as any I have ever heard of. The ACLU also wrote with concern about cloned babies and the notion of patented

genes as fundamental to extreme civil liberties violations.

Once the government owns YOUR genes it is Game Over! Don't let that happen, to yourself or anybody else! Just Say NO to genetic

modiRcation "Vaccines"! To do this, it needs to be pointed out to people that these "vaccines" are gene editing therapy. Show them the

ingredients disclosed on the "vaccine" manufacturer's handouts, such as this one. www.fda.gov/.../download  I am deeply

disappointed by the ACLU's refusal to get behind the resistance to vaccine passports. At Rrst they had been against it and then they

turned around. They may have feared losing membership. Well there are no so-called "Excuses" as far as I am concerned.
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can lead a horse to water but you can't make him drink.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said! I don't think that breaking through denial should start with something so shell shocking. I think that is a recipe for

failure. Denial will look at facts and discount them, and proof ditto. The way to start is with smaller things that people can

accept more readily.
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PaulCardin
Joined On 2/14/2021 3:31:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Or you can sing to them.... https://youtu.be/nqyqTl1pYGo
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PaulCardin
Joined On 2/14/2021 3:31:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I ain't got any of these friends, Tessa! Not anymore...!
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reminder: it doesn’t have to be this way. Mass noncompliance will help us regain our freedom. When talking about this, know your

audience. If they are somewhat redpilled go ahead and discuss in greater detail. If they are fast asleep, show them mainstream

articles such as the one posted recently by the daily mail which reports that scientists found genetic match between covid and

moderna 2016 patent (3 years before covid…).
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"While there is no oLcial proof of graphene oxide or nanotechnology in COVID injections, there are plenty of oLcial scholarly papers

talking about both in other medical applications, including vaccines".  Is there any oLcial proof of ANY of the ingredients in the Covid

jabs?
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To be safe, it's best to assume that any information with "oLcial" appended to it is a malicious lie.
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tswearin2
Joined On 3/1/2012 12:06:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

See the very Rrst comment under the article by Guillermou. There is proof of graphene in the vaccines. This report is one of

many: From Gui, above in comments: "Scientists in the UK recently carried out a forensic examination of the contents of the

Wuhan coronavirus "vaccines" which led them to discover that the mysterious Vuid is loaded with graphene oxide. They learned

that these graphene nanomaterials are capable of penetrating the body's natural barriers, including the blood-brain barrier. This

can damage the central nervous system and internal organs, as well as destroy the health of the blood, trigger cancer and cause

permanent changes in gene function. A British doctor who was damaged by vaccines came forward in December to help the

investigation.

The Rnal report, entitled “Qualitative Evaluation of Inclusions in Moderna, AstraZeneca, and PRzer Covid-19 vaccines,” was

presented to the police involved with U.K. Criminal Case 6029679/21, which the authors say constitutes more than enough

reasonable suspicion, if not veriRable evidence, that serious indictable offenses have been committed with regard to the

administration of these experimental “treatments.”

ukcitizen2021.org/Case_BrieRng_Document_and_lab_report_Ref_AUC_101_Re..

dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/13/uk-lab-conRrms-graphene-in-covid-vaccines/ (02/13/2022)"
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FORMER PFIZER EMPLOYEE CONFIRMS TOXIN IN COVID INJECTION - GRAPHENE OXIDE NANOTECHNOLOGY To clear this weapon

from your body use this ASAP. N-ACETYLCLSTEINE (NAC) The research of La Quinta Columna led by Ricardo Delgado, successfully

tested an inexpensive way to remove magnetic Graphene Oxide Nanoparticles from the human body after they were injected with a

Covid jab using N-acetyl-cysteine (NAC) and Zinc. "These two antioxidants are essential to degrade Graphene Oxide," says Delgardo.

NAC causes your body to secrete glutathione endogenously and glutathione can reduce Graphene Oxide Toxicity down to zero.

In this article and video, you will see Delgado describe what to do. ScientiRc studies: A study published in PubMed reveals that

biocompatible NAC reduces Graphene Oxide. In an animal study where enhanced spike protein was used to cause lung damage to

animals by binding to the ACE2 receptors, the animals were remedied using NAC. Instructions: La Quinta Columna recommends taking

NAC 600-750mg, Rrst thing in the morning on an empty stomach. Also take 2x tablets of Zinc, 25mg each.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wil, please provide the link, thank you. That said, I don't know about that. It would seem to me that a different mechanism in the

body would be required. I would think more of echinacea, as lymph cleanser and of supplements to support the activation

and/or production of phagocytes and macrophages that would literally eat up the invading nanotechnological substances in the

body. As detoxiRers, the zinc and NAC would merely be alongsides, albeit important ones to reduce (can't prevent, no way) the

toxic response of the very process of cleaning up such extremely toxic substances invading the body. PLEASE NOTE,

IMPORTANT: The problem here is that due to the "vaccines" the immune system will already be off balance.

It would require Any Expert's Best Guess whether or not such herbal/supplement therapy would tip the scales of the immune

system in the wrong direction, no thanks to the "vaccines" having already done so and then the supplements could have an

additive effect in tipping the see saw, so to speak. What would be important is to have immune system testing done to verify the

balance of elements in the immune system. Yet, I would think that macrophages could swallow up the invading substances.

 HERE IN CAPS FOR EYE CATCHING: DR MERCOLA WHAT ARE YOUR COMMENTS ABOUT THIS? THANK YOU.
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astragale
Joined On 9/18/2021 9:37:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regarding graphene, Dr Mercola, please look up and report on the well-funded WellcomeLeap R3 program: "We are particularly

interested in advances in broadly applicable formulations based on improved lipid or inorganic nanoparticles, polymers/biopolymers

and programmable nanomaterials, including GRAPHENE." They say they are also "interested in RNA-based vaccines for a BACTERIAL

pandemic". The program also envisages many new biologics and creation of "a living bio-foundry capable of delivering 20B doses per

month". Yes - 20 billion PER MONTH. Oh and they are also planning "needle-free delivery". This is nightmarish - Pharma is clearly

planning to extend their medical tyranny and try to make our lives about nothing but illness, death and injections.  Source:

wellcomeleap.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/R3-Program-Announcement-20..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I imagine everyone has already seen this, but just in case...headlineusa.com/bill-gates-vaccine-spreads-virus
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got COVID. It "pulled me into the Rght". I called on the Lord. I called on the Lord to rise to Rght for me against the conspiracy. The Lord

said shortly thereafter, "Now I will rise." Then suddenly shortly thereafter, the script began to Vip. After that, the Canadian truckers

arose. Coincidence? Well. Not really. I come off the sideline into the Rght ~ things change. I am soon to come out in public ministry.

Things will change quite rapidly. Because I will cast down the dragon with the Lord. The Church of Philadelphia will escape tribulation.

And only then will the great reset fully form.
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